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The next day, Yu Qi received a phone from the police station asking her to come over. She got ready to 

go to the police station.  

Ding Na An was also being called by the police to go to the police station. They went to the police station 

together.  

They arrived there. They entered the police station. When they entered it, they could hear the angry 

voice yelling at the police officers. 

"Did you call the woman who beat up my son?" A middle-aged woman shouted. 

"Yes. We want to see them. How dare they beat our sons?" Another middle-aged woman smacked the 

table. 

"I want to sue them." Another middle-aged woman stated. 

"Please calm up, Madams. We already called them." The police officer tried to calm down the middle-

aged woman. 

Yu Qi and Ding Na An went to the police officer. 

"We have come." Yu Qi said to the police officer. 

The middle-aged woman turned around and looked at Yu Qi and Ding Na An.  

"Oh, there are the women who beat up my sons." One of the middle-aged women stated. 

"They look like a woman who works for money using their bodies." Another middle-aged woman threw 

an insult at them. 

Another middle-aged woman seemed to be surprised when seeing Yu Qi.  

"Madam, you should wash your mouth. It stinks." Yu Qi said while smiling.  

"You bitch, how dare you! We will sue you." The middle-aged woman shouted while pointing her finger 

at Yu Qi. 

"Sure... Sure... Go ahead." Yu Qi waved her hand. 

Then one of the middle-aged women slowly asked Yu Qi.  

"Are you Tang Yu Qi?" She asked. 

"Yes, I am." Yu Qi nodded. 

The one who asking the question looked shocked.  

"Ms Tang, I am sorry for my son's behaviour." The middle-aged woman apologized and bowed to Yu Qi.  

"Xiao Chuntao, what are you doing?" Lin Xingjuan asked. 



"Yeah. Why are you apologizing to this woman?" Xue Zhilan asked. 

"You should know this woman." Xiao Chuntao, the one who apologized stated. 

"Huh?" Lin Xingjuan and Xue Zhilan looked at each other.  

"You should search for her name on the internet. Tang Yu Qi." Xiao Chuntao stated. 

Both Lin Xingjuan and Xue Zhilan quickly took out their phones and searched for their names on the 

internet. They did think that the name was kind of familiar.  

The result came out right away. Their jaws almost dropped when they read the information on the 

internet regarding Tang Yu Qi. They compared the woman on the internet and the woman who stood up 

not far from them. 

This woman was Tang Yu Qi, the chairman of Qinyue Group who owned multiple businesses. They 

insulted her by saying she was selling her body. 

If Tang Yu Qi was angry, their husband's business would be ruined. They would not let that happen. 

"Ms Tang, please forgive us." Lin Xingjuan quickly changed her attitude toward Yu Qi and apologized. 

Xue Zhilan also followed the action. She even bowed down apologizing to Yu Qi. "Ms Tang, please 

forgive me for not recognising you earlier and for insulting you earlier."  

The police officer was confused with these middle-aged women. They suddenly changed their attitude. 

He wanted to know it.  

He heard the middle-aged woman mentioned searching for the name on the internet. He quickly 

searched for the name on the internet. 

He was shocked to see Tang Yu Qi's name popped out immediately. This woman was the chairman of 

Qinyue Group.  

No wonder these middle-aged women backed off immediately. This woman had the status and power to 

do so.  

"Apologize to my friend too." Yu Qi stated. 

The middle-aged woman turned to Ding Na An and apologized to her as well.  

"Do you still want to sue us?" Yu Qi asked. 

"No... No... We don't dare to do that." Lin Xingjuan shook her head. 

"Yes, we will not do that." Xue Zhilan stated. 

"We also apologize for our son's behaviour." Xiao Chuntao did not forget about their sons. 

"Yes. I am sorry that my son disturbed you yesterday." Xue Zhilan said. 

"I will discipline my son about this." Lin Xingjuan added. 

The three middle-aged women looked scared as they waited for Yu Qi's answers. 



"So, is this over? Can you leave now?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yes, we will immediately." They rushed out of the police station before Yu Qi changed her mind. 

Song Ha Ting just arrived with her fiance, Yang Renshu. The middle-aged woman almost collided with 

Song Ha Ting. Luckily, Yang Renshu managed fo pull Song Ha Ting earlier.  

The middle aged women seemed to run away as something was chasing after them.  

Song Ha Ting spotted Yu Qi and Ding Na An. She pushed her fiancee and rushed over to Yu Qi and Song 

Ha Ting. Yang Renshu was dumbfounded. 

"Yu Q, Na An." Song Ha Ting said. 

"The police officer called you as well?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Hmm... They told me that the mother of the hooligans wanted to meet the person who beat their son 

up." Song Ha Ting said. 

"Well, it has already been settled." Ding Na An stated. 

"What?" Song Ha Ting and Yang Renshu were surprised. 

"Is she telling the truth?" Yang Renshu asked his co-worker.  

The co-worker nodded. 

"Those middle aged women back off immediately when they found out about one of the girls' identity." 

The police officer told Yang Renshu. 

"What do you mean by that? Which one has the impressive background?" Yang Renshu asked. 

 


